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NOTES 

Changes in professorships are among the notable events 
that have occurred during the present academic term in our 
Department of Economics in Kyoto Imperial University. 
Professor Takata, whose professorial post in our Department 
was additional to his main duties as professor of Kyushu 
Imperial University, has been made a regular professor of 
of this University so that his professorship in Kyushu Im
perial University has become an additional one to his main 
duties here. Both Assistant-Professor Sakuda and Assistant
Professor Ishikawa took the degree of Doctor of Economics 
and were subsequently promoted to professorships. Assistant
Professor Ninagawa, who had been studying abroad, returned 
home this spring and resumed his lectures in the Department 
from the present term. 

In September this year, the 19 th International Statistical 
Association Session was held in Tokyo, to which Professors
Kambe, Takarabe, Honjo and Shiomi, Mr. Kawada, a lecturer, 
and Assistant-Professor Ninagawa, of our Department, were 
invited, and Professors Kambe, Honjo and Shiomi presented 
their respective papers, as mentioned below, before the 
Session. 

Prof. Kambe: Rising tendency of land value in Japan: 
its effects, causes and some control mea
sures. 

Prof. Honjo: The population and its problems in the 
Tokugawa era. 

Prof. Shiomi: The burden of taxation on the citizens 
of big cities in Japan-on the Osaka 
citizens in particular. 

By way of commemorating the 19 th International Statis
tical Association Session, our Department held a lecture 
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meeting on September 22 nd, at which Professor Friedrich 
Zahn and Professor Corrado Gini, who attended the Session as 
German and Italian delegates respectively, delivered interest
ing lectures, in compliance with our request. The former 
professor spoke on "Gibt es einen WeItpreis der Arbeit? 
einen Weltlohn?" while the subject of the latter's lecture 
was "Promising Fields in the Statistical Domain" _ On the 
same evening, a welcome dinner was given by the President 
of Kyoto Imperial University in honour of these two pro
fessors_ On October 9 th, another lecture meeting was held, 
at which Professor Simiand, a French scholar, who also 
attended the same Session, favoured us with a long and 
interesting lecture on "Les theories economiques du salaire: 
examen critique"_ After the meeting, the Department of 
Economics entertained the Professor at dinner_ 

An exhibition of books pertaining to statistics, most of 
which were published before 1900, was also held in com
memoration of the Session under the auspices of our Econo
mic Society_ The books were on view September 22 nd and 
23 rd in the big upstair hall of the main building of the 
University. The exhibits comprised hundreds of valuable 
books, and the undertaking was a great success. 

Notes of the lectures by Professors Zahn and Gini and 
a list of the books shown at the exhibition referred to will 
be published in the January Number, 1931, of the Keizai 
Ronso, a monthly magazine in Japanese, published by the 
Economic Society. The same Number will be issued as a 
Special Number, which will contain many articles on statis
tics and statistical science by Faculty members of the Depart 
ment of Economics. 
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The Kyoto Imperial University Economic Society publi
shes a monthly maga2ine called the Keizai-Ronso (II m i~ >1\1-
"The Economic Review"). The following are the various 
articles with the names of their writers, which have been 
published in the half-a-dozen numbers of the review during 
the second half of the year 1930. 

THE JULY NUMBER 

ARTICLES 

One problem at the threshold of book.keeping 
, .... ' ......... Lecturer M. Uena 

Adjustment in the household rate .................. Professor M. Kamhe 
Logical formation of mathematical economics 

............... Lecturer S. Y oneda 
A study in the parity theory 01: purchasing 

power ...................................................... Professor Y. Takata 

t:URRENT TOPICS 

On revision of the Immigration Law of the 
U. S. A. ................................................... Professor S. Suehiro 

ESSAYS 

On the investigation of the day.time population 
in the heart of Tokyo .............................. Mr. S. Kanaya 

On the expansion of bank credit .................. Lecturer M. Nakatani 

MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS 

The relation between the scale of retail busi-
ness and the retail business expenditure ...... Assistant-Professor 

Y. Taniguchi 
The economic concept and the essential 

character of towns .................................... Mr. M. Otani 

THE AUGUST NUMBER 

ARTICLr..S 

On the acreage rate .................................... Professor M. Kambe 
Logical fonnation of· mathematical economics 

............... Lecturer S. Y oneda 
On the essential character of currency ......... Professor Y. Takata 

CURRENT TOPICS 

On the creation of a standard price of rice ... Assistant-Professor Y. Vagi 

-~~--- ---~-- ----- ----~--~-----

... 
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ESSA.YS 

On the shifting of .tate expenditure ............... Mr. K. Oyamada 
Expo.iUon, criticism and analysis of statistics 

............... Assistant·Professor 
T. Ninagawa 

On economic tables ... ................................. Lecturer K. Shibata 

MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS 

The function of the cost of production and 
the law of increasing or diminishing cost of 
production ................................................ Mr. S. Takamori 

Seasonal changes in unemployment in the 
building industry of European countries ...... Mr. K. Masuda 

A view of the regular population .................. Professor S. Takarabe 

THE SEPTEMBER NUMBER 

ARTICLES 

)Ierils and demerits of taxing at the source 
dividends of juridical per8~ns ..................... Professor M. Kambe 

Cultural Sociology in the U. S. A. . .............. Lecturer S. Voneda 
The prime function of currency ..................... Professor Y" Takata 

ESSAYS 

113 

Fixing the price" of world commodities ......... Assistant·Professor S. Sakuda 
On the retail price of rice in the cHy of Kyoto 

............... Assistant·Professor Y. Taniguchi 
On the shifting of state expenditure ............... Mr. K. Oyamada 

~uScEr~LANEOuS TOPICS 

On population in Tokugawa period ............. :. Professor E. Honio 
Water.utilisation economy in China ............... Mr. S. Ogami 
Urban finance in Soviet Russia ..................... Mr. M. Otani 
On title-deeds ................. " .......................... Mr. H. Kuroha 

THE OCTOBER NUMBER 

ARTICLES 

Ineonsistencies in the household rate ............ Professor M. Kambe 
Cultural Sociology in Ihe U. S. A ................ Lecturer S. Yoneda 

ESSAYS 

Fixing the prices of world commodities ......... Assistant·Professor S. Sakuda 
A study of the attributive theory ............. " ... Lecturer K. Shibata 
The collapse of the old taxation" system of 

Germany and the method of financial adjust. 
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ment .............. : ....................................... Lecturer Y. Nakagawa 
On contemporary opinion of the monopoly of 

the Feudal Lard in the Tokugawa era ......... Lecturer Y. Horie 

MISCEIJ..A.NEOUS TOPICS 

The method of working out the amount of 
wealth in assessing the household rate .. " .. Mr. M. Yasuda 

Credit and the credit system ............ ,_, ......... Lecturer M. Nakatani 
A review of U Statististics" in the "Complete 

Works on Political Economy" ..... , ........... Assistant·Professor 
T. Ninagawa 

THE NOVEMBER NUMBER 

AnTICJ~E:i 

Some problems bearing on the en~ertainments 
tax, ... _ ..................................................... Professor M. Kambe 

The family system in Japan and the Civil 
Code ............................................... " .... Professor S. Miura 

ESSAYS 

Power and economy .................................... Professor Y. Takata 
Industry and commercial funds in the Toku. 

gawa era ................................................ Mr. W. Kanno 
The relation between the wholesale and retail 

prices of rice .......................................... Assistant-Professor 
Y. Taniguchi 

Fixing the prices of world commodities ......... Assistant·Professor S. Sakuda 
The collapse of the old taxation system of 

Gennany and the method of financial adjust. 
ment ...................................................... Lecturer Y. Nakagawa 

A study of the attributive theory .................. Lecturer K. Shibata 

MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS 

The family finance of Samurai returning to 
fa\'m work in the Genroku era .................. Professor I. Kokusho 

Gleanings of statistic3 .. ' .............................. Professor S. Takarabe 
Mllaashi Koki's theory against monopoly ...... Lecturer Y. Horie 

THE DECEMBER NUMBER 

ARTICLES 

Maintenance of bank secreta and the income 
tax .............. , .......................................... Professor M. Kambe 

The economic thoughts of Motoori Norinaga 
........ "..... Professor E. Honio 

... _---_._-_._---_.- ---_._.- - ------
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Operation of powers in intere8t. .................... Professor Y. Takata 
The family system in Japan and the Civil 

Code ........................ '" ........................... Professor S. Miura 

ESSAYS 

On the great mass ....................................... Assistant·Professor 
T. Ninagawa 

Contract between industry and commerce ...... Mr. K. babe 

MISCELT.lANEOUS TOPICS 

How to study income distribution statistic8 ... Professor S. Shiomi 
Co~operative societie8 in the city of Kyoto ...... Assistant·Professor 

Y. Taniguchi 
On the relation of gold to the prices of com· 

modities ................................................... Mr. T. Ichitani 
On the two articles of Westergaard ............... Professor S. Takarabe 

---------


